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Fig. 1a  
 
The second half of the 1950s and the early 1960s were a magical period for Italy. In those years our 
country experienced an extraordinary economic development that became called by terms such as 
"boom" and "miracle". The gross national product (GNP), the indicator of the wealth of a country, 
grew at a speed until then unknown, with an average annual growth rate of 8%1 between 1958 and 
1962. Thank to the favorable international situation but above all to local enterprise, to the tenacity 
and aspirations of its inhabitants to improve their own destinies, to commit themselves and to grow, 
a myriad of small firms and industrial companies were born and developed, mainly in North and 
Central Italy, that would constitute in the next years a fundamental part of our industrial system. 
Economic development brought out wealth, and in this way the families of workers and employees 
could finally gain access to durable goods and consumer goods, still within the means of  the most 
affluent. Symbol of those years and of an era were, among others, the Vespa motor scooter and the 
FIAT 600 car while, inside the houses, most Italian families could begin to enjoy the refrigerator 
and the washing machine, as well as the radio and television set. That period of economic 
transformation and energy began Italy’s march toward becoming a modern country in step with the 
times. 
The Italian radio industry at the time, although still lagging behind the US and other western 
European countries, managed to absorb and take on the new challenges coming from overseas. 
But Italian companies that produced radios and even the few who built electronic components 
missed out on the "transistor technology train"; that is, they did not have the foresight to buy the 
technology to carry out on their own transistors, a foresight found among other European 
companies as well as the small and unknown Japanese comapany that would soon become known 
as Sony. In Italy there were no research centers on  semiconductor materials or research programs 
in this direction, and when the US Western Electric Company, at end of 1951, put up for sale for 
25,000 dollars to anyone interested the license to build transistors, Italian industry evidently was not 
there. But if the national industry did not become an owner in this new technology early on, private 
Italian comapnies did not just passively watch on but began to produce their first products 
incoroprating transistors. 
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While the Geloso company in the autumn of 1956 advertised a completely transistorized device for 
the hearing-impaired (the Uditofono 9051, shown in the Carlo D'Arrigo's article on the N.88 issue 
of Antique Radio Magazine), and the F.I. Magneti Marelli, in that same year, introduced the first 
Italian hybrid valves-transistor set (the latter mounted in the low frequency stage), the Radiomarelli 
RD 169 model "Joy"2, another famous Italian radio company put on the market a radio receiver that 
was transistors-only and pocket-sized: the Radialba 6 transistor (Fig.1a front and Fig.1b rear). 

 

 Fig. 1b  
 
 

DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY 
 

Fig.2 
 
The Radialba 2010, is a coat pocket 6 
transistors radio that Radio Allocchio 
Bacchini presented in September 1956 at 
the National Exhibition of the Radio and 
Television, as reported in "l'Antenna" 
magazine (Editrice Il Rostro), in June 
and September 1957 (Figure 2). 
This set appeared on the market less than 
two years after the introduction on the 
market of the first commercially 
available all transistor radio of the world, 
the Regency TR-1, which took place in 
the United States just in time for the 
Christmas 1954.  
But that is not all. If, as we often read in 
vintage radio magazines and books, the 
much better known Italian all-transistor 
radio, the Voxson 725, the 
 “Zephyr 1°” (ARM 62 pag. 38 shows 
the whole Zephyr series), was introduced 
on the market in 1957, then the 1956 
Radialba 6 Transistor counts as being 
among the several dozen early pocket-
sized transistor radios produced 
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anywhere in the world, and more importantly it can be defined absolutely as the first Italian 
transistor radio of this kind! With this statement, I'm sure of making a scoop, and the publisher 
certainly will be pleased, but if among the readers of this magazine there is someone who can refute 
what I’ve asserted (in a documented manner), I ask you please to let me hear from you. Note that 
both of these pocket radio sets are reviewed for the first time on the same ANIE catalog, the N. 3 of 
the two-year period 1957-'58. The Radialba 6 Transistor is a very cute-looking radio of  high quality 
manufacturing guaranteed by the fact that it was built by a prestigious company founded in Milan in 
the first post-war period (1920) by the engineers Allocchio Antonio and Bacchini Cesare, namely 
the Allocchio Bacchini & C. The company was born as a manufacturer of equipment for submarine 
measurements and laboratory instruments as well as products in the telegraph sector. With the 
advent of radio, Allocchio Bacchini began in 1924 to produce a varied range of radio products, from 
galena to valve radio receivers of good workmanship, starting to use the Radialba brand where the 
group of letters "al" and "ba" indicate the initials of the founders of the company. 
The Radialba 6 transistor, also identified as mod. 2010, was built in a special shockproof plastic 
resin cabinet with a horizontal orientation and rounded corners, having a pocket size of 15 cm in 
width, 9 cm in height and depth of 4.5 cm. The front side features a large metallic grid with edging 
made of gold-colored brass. The lower, thicker edge bears the engraved lettering "RADIO 
ALLOCCHIO BACCHINI", colored in red. Close to the upper left corner is applied a small 
circular-shaped metal logo with the stylized drawing of the letters "RAB" (Radio Allocchio 
Bacchini). The set is switched on by lifting a metal lever on the left side while a knob located at the 
top left edge allows the adjustment of the listening volume. The vernier tuning capacitor in 
conjunction with the 5,7 cm wide plastic knob, inlaid on the edge with gold color and placed on the 
right of the front side, makes tuning the stations much easier. The station index rotates half a turn up 
a very suggestive tuning dial. The dial is made of a round metal plate roughly the same width as the 
knob. It  bears the silk-screened drawing of an eight-pointed wind rose. On lateral and upper tips of 
the wind rose are the numbers ranging from 5.5 to 16, indicating the frequency range to be received 
by the set (Medium Waves from 550 to 1,600 kilohertz) while on the lower tips there are, in red, the 
lettering Radialba and, under this, 6 TRANSISTOR. Another peculiarity of this dial (fig 3), rather 
rare if not unique for transistor radios built at that time in Italy, is the placement at the frequencies 
of 640 and 1,240 kHz two small triangles indicating the emergency Civil Defense (CD) frequencies 
used in the United States. I remember having already read on the pages of our magazine about these 
frequencies. But if, as said from our ancestors Latin masters "Repetita iuvant", that is "things 
repeated help ", then it is certainly beneficial to return to their meaning. The two CD-marks were 
mandatory in the context of the civil defense program CONERLRAD (CONtrol of 
ELectromagnetic [or ELectronic] RADiation) established in 1951 by the American government 
under the presidency of Harry S.Truman, in the middle of the Cold War. The purpose of this system 
was twofold: to keep the population informed in case of emergency, and to prevent the aircraft 
bombers of the communist Soviet Union to locate US targets using commercial radio stations as 
radio beacons. In the event of an attack by the Soviet Union on the United States, all commercial 
radio stations would cease to transmit and give way to the emergency bulletins broadcasting on the 
CONELRAD stations. These markings were mandatory for all radio receivers built or sold in the 
United States from the end of 1953 up to 1963. The alert system CONELRAD became obsolete and 
was replaced in 1963 by another population alert system, the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS), 
after the Soviets introduced nuclear 
warhead armed missiles and remotely controlled 
(missiles intercontinental 
ballistics) that no longer needed bombers to 
reach their target. 
The CD-marks3 disappeared from the 
tuning dials on US- made radios after 1963 
or ’64 -- today they give the collector and the 
historian an approximate indication 
of a radio receiver’s date of manufacture. 
 

The presence of those two small triangles on 
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the tuning dial of the Radialba must make us believe that Allocchio Bacchini had designed this 
radio set with the ambitious intent of exporting it to the United States, the country where the 

transistor and the transistor radio were born. If any, and how many, of these sets actually may have 
crossed the ocean, remains a mystery. 

 
 

 
                                             

INSIDE THE RADIALBA 6 TRANSISTOR  
 
The instruction sheet attached to Radialba 6 transistors states among other things: 
"This tiny radio receiver that permits one to listen clearly to the main broadcasting stations 
represents a marvelous achievement in technology: the most recent inventions enclosed in this box  
can well be called a miracle of human intelligence. In it there are no longer the normals «Valves», 
but the new prodigious «transistors» that for their own operation require a common low voltage 
battery. The transistors do not burn out and possess an almost unlimited duration: they are tiny 
devices, only a few millimeters in diamter, in which a particularly treated germanium crystal is 
enclosed. The transistors amplify the very weak currents captured from the antenna and send them 
to the small speaker that transforms them in sounds ".  
From this odd but effective description that Allocchio & Bacchini gave the new prodigious 
components used, it is clear how this small radio receiver represented the state of the art in the 
electronics of those years. All six transistors mounted in this historic radio device were of American 
origin, supplied by RCA, and their initials are indicated on the paper label glued inside of the rear 
panel showing the main scheme of components (fig 4). 

 
Fig. 4 - Detail of the paper label, placed 
inside of the back cover. The drawing 
indicates the position on the chassis of the 
main components used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In this scheme the transistors are identified by a double lettering. It was actually two types of 
transistors having identical electrical characteristics, enclosed in cylindrical containers with small 
external differences and classified into two parallel series. In particular the transistors of the 
"2N1xx" series (those indicated in brackets in the diagram) were made with short terminals (about 5 
mm) and to be inserted in the appropriate sockets. The other series of transistors, indicated with 
"2N2xx" carried instead of the terminals about 38 mm long this because they were directly welded 
on printed circuit. Thus in place of the transistors 2N109, 2N139 and 2N140 in this receiver you can 
meet the respective electrical equivalents with long terminals, that is, in the order the 2N217, 2N218 
and 2N219. In this article we have the opportunity to show you both types of transistors used on 
two separate printed circuit casing (or chassis) belonging to two different samples of this radio 
receiver (figures 5 and 6). 
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      Figs. 5 and 6 - Two pictures comparing the chassis supporting the two dif- 
                  ferent types of transistors, with and without sockets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
The chassis equipped with weld-lead-transistors (from an example in my collection) is marked by 
the 1096 serial number on a label glued to the loudspeaker (Fig. 7), while the serial number of the 
other chassis, the one equipped with transistor sockets is not available,. The label on the speaker 
shows the German brand "ISOPHON". Most likely (but I do not know for sure) the chassis 
equipped with transistor sockets are antecedent to those that are hardwired and consequently carries 
a serial number below 1096. 
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        Fig. 7 - The label with the serial num- 
                                                        ber on the speaker. 
  
Other differences between the two types of transistors used exclusively concern the two containers 
that in the JEDEC4 standard are distinguished as TO-40 (TO stands for Transistor Outline = 
transistor profile), the one with short and aligned terminals, and like TO-1, that with long leads 
arranged in a triangle shape. Furthermore the TO-40 container has a flap on the bottom that makes it 
wider than the TO-1.  
The transistors used on our Radialba were commercial devices of a new design, all made with 
germanium crystal and of pnp type and built by alloy5 technique. 2N109 was introduced from the 
RCA in 1955 for audio applications and due its reliability was for many years a true workhorse used 
in the audio stages of many of the very first transistor radios produced by RCA6, Emerson, Crosley, 
Westinghouse and others. In 1956 its cost was just over $2, and this made it become very popular 
even among hobbyists. The 2N217, as seen, was the version with long leads of the 2N109. The 
2N139 e 2N140 and the equivalent versions with long terminals (2N218 e 2N219), were the 
response of RCA to the need to produce transistors working with reliability on radio frequencies 
and therefore used as an amplifier as intermediate frequency and converter in the radio receiver 
circuits. 
 

 
                 Fig. 8 - description of the two transistors, taken  
      from the Italian vintage magazine, Radio Industria 
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        Fig. 9 - description of the two transistors, taken  
                                        from the American vintage magazine, Radio Electronics. 
 
The above transistors did not arrive until March 1956 and the announcement of their introduction 
on the market appeared in that year’s March issue of the prestigious American magazine Radio 
Electronics. The Italian technical press of that time followed with such great interest the evolution 
of the applications of the new electronic devices that resumed the news and brought it back into 
contemporary in the issue 199 of March 1956 of the no less prestigious national magazine, Radio 
Industry and Television7. Figures 8 and 9 show these announcements. The other novelty which 
arrived in the national radio industry with the pocket-sized Radialba, along with the use of 
transistors, was the substitution of complex tangles of conducting wires with the printed circuit8. 
The printed circuit ensured compactness and durability; and all components, capacitors (these from 
Radialba wrapped in a paper label bearing the written RAB), resistors and transformers were 
miniaturized. The use of new materials made it possible to eliminate an external antenna and 
replace it with a ferrite rod as small as a pencil and wrapped with copper wire. Also the speaker, 
using a  powerful alnico V9 magnet was used. The device received energy from an unusual 6 Volt 
battery, lasting 70-80 hours, housed in the space between the two opposing lamellae visible in the 
figures shown the two chassis. Complete with battery, the receiver had a weight of 450 grams. 
The circuit configuration adopted by the Milanese company (Fig. 10) for our radio set is that of one 
conventional superheterodyne with 6 transistors, one of which used a converter (having the triple 
function of RF amplifier, local oscillator and mixer) and two other employees such as medium 
frequency amplifiers followed by the detector diode. The audio signal present at the output of this 
diode is applied to the pilot preamplifier transistor to be then amplified in power from the two final 
transistors connected in push-pull and operating in class B. The output power obtained is of 0.080 
W and the used speaker has a diameter of 70 mm. 
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Fig.10 - The electrical schematic of Radialba 2010 

 
 

COLLECTING AND THE MARKET 
 
The ANIE catalog of the two-year period 1957-'58 reported for the 2010 model a price of Lire 
44.900, while the Zephyr 1° operating only on the MW band had a price shown as being a little 
lower, equal to Lire 44.800 with attached stacks. The price, given a product such as this being so 
innovative and using transistors built and imported from the USA, was quite high and not within 
reach of all budgets, at least those of the lower-middle class if we consider that the salary of a 
metalworker did not exceed 45 thousand Lire per month10 while with 595,000 Lire and a lot of 
patience (for payment installment) you could buy a standard automobile of the time, the FIAT 600. 
Using the appropriate ISTAT coefficients and applying the Lira-Euro conversion shows that those 
45,000 Lire today correspond to more than 580 Euro (on March-April 2009). 
 

 Fig. 11 - The original packaging box. 
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 Fig.12 - The radio inside the box with  
                                                        instructions sheet. 

 
 
As with all the very first radios, the Radialba 6 Transistor’s collectible value can reach highly 
respectable bids at auction, of course taking into account the condition of the object and the variable 
price trends on the market of collectible radios at the time. It is certainly a radio that is hard to find, 
most likely due to the low number of units produced, and my own example had to wait at least eight 
long years before finding its way into my collection. Figures 11 and 12 show the complete device in 
its original packaging box (Dino Gianni collection), while our "Guide Transistor Radios " shows on  
page 17 a more rare and certainly attractive green color version (fig 13 - Angelo Sessa collection). 
 

 
          Fig.13- Radialba in the rare green color. 
                                                
1 From "Il sorpasso" by Miriam Mafai, Le Scie Collection, A. Mondadori Editore, 1st edition 1997. 
2 An article devoted to this hybrid radio was published on the issue N. 61 of ARM signed by  Anto- 
  nio Maida. 
3 Depending on the size of the radio receiver, each of the two marks shown on the tuning dial 
  consisted of a triangle inside a circle that reproduced a variant of the old logo of the American   
  Civil Defence, shown in the figure on the side. Other dials displayed a triangle with letters "CD"  
  Inside, or only the triangle or only the letters. On not a few models of pocket transistor radios the  
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  marks are also indicated by two small points or two small rectangles (for example, found on  
  the Global  GR-711). It is also curious to note that some models of Japanese pocket transistor  
  radios built by Sharp and Hitachi in the late 1950s and exported to the United States do not  
  feature the Civil Defense markings. 
4 For the meaning of this term refer to page 50 of the issue N. 83 of ARM. 
5 For this type of transistor see the part IV  of my article "History of Transistor", on the issue N. 85  
  of ARM. 
6 The first commercially available RCA pocket transistor radio, model 7-BT-9J "RCA Victor Tran- 
   sistor Six" was introduced in October 1955 and used three 2N109 transistors in its audio stages.  
   The radio frequency section of this radio was curiously furnished with two transistors produced 
   by Texas Instruments. Evidently one of the American giants in electronics of that era, specifically  
   RCA, had not yet released transistors capable of operating in a stable manner at the radio frequen- 
   cies used in the I.F. and R.F. stages of the AM broadcast (BC) band, corresponding to the range of 
   Medium Waves (OM, that's Onde Medie in Italian). 
7 This issue of the magazine Radio Industria as well as other releases already consulted by me, were  
   kindly put to arranged by my friend Adriano Michelini who created for the site of Antique Radio  
   Magazine (www.antiqueradio.it) a very useful index of the various years and accessible free to all.  
   Thanks to Adriano and ARM for his courtesy! 
8 The idea of the printed circuit is due to the Austrian engineer Paul Eisler (Vienna 1907-1995) who  
   in 1936, under threat by Nazi sympathizers, left his country for England, bringing with him his  
   ideas and projects. In his new home at Hampstead, he began to build a radio that used a printed 
   circuit and was displayed to the Plessey Company in that same year. Eisler, however, had to wait 
   until 1943 to obtain a patent for the use of the his invention in a large number of products.  
   The usefulness of the printed circuit was recognized only during War World II when the 
   United States began to use it in the robust radio-radar transceivers of their proximity fuzes 
   (proximity detonators) that were vital to break down the German flying bombs, the V-1 missiles.   
   After the end of the war, the use of printed circuit boards was extended to all electronic instru- 
   mentation of American airplanes. And the engineers of the Signal Corps of the US Army (see my 
   "History of Transistor", part four, published in ARM No. 85 for more information  
   on Signal Corps), Stan Danko (radio amateur with W2SGG identifier) and Moe Abramson who in  
   October 1949 in the following August patented a "Procedure for assembling electrical cir- 
   cuits” such as what we know today. This procedure replaced the hand positioning of the 
   individual links in the production lines and opened the way to manufacturing processes with  
   automated assembly lines. And it is still due to the Signal Corps, and in particular to two other 
   engineers of the Fort Monmouth research lab (New Jersey, USA), Sam Lanzalotti (W2DVX) and 
   Harry French, W2KQJ, a great contribution to the improvement of techniques, materials and 
   methods in itself. 
9 The name AlNiCo describes a family of permanent magnets obtained from the fusion or sintering  
  of a composition iron base (60/63%) containing aluminum (9/12%), nickel (20/28%) and cobalt (5/ 
  5.5%), plus possibly other elements added to increase the magnetic properties. It was the first real  
   permanent magnet, as characterized from a coercive force that was severely separated from that of  
  the simple iron alloys previously used as permanent magnets. The sintering gives the magnet supe- 
   rior mechanical properties, while the melt gives of the major magnetic properties. These magnets  
   are corrosion resistant and even if they are more versatile than magnets ceramics, they are less so  
    than metal magnets. 
10 From "Archivio la Repubblica since 1984", on the "la Repubblica.it" website 
 
	  
Salorno (BZ) Italy, March 06, 2018  
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Please note: The first edition of this article was published in the issue N.89 of 
the Italian bimonthly journal for vintage radios, Antique Radio Magazine. You 
can find the Italian-langage issue at: 
http://www.antiqueradio.it/ARM/index.php?page=shop.product_details&flypag
e=flypage.tpl&product_id=123&category_id=13&option=com_virtuemart&Item
id=62 


